Northern Lakes Community Mental Health
Champions a Tobacco-Free Policy
RECOGNIZING THE NEED
Across the nation, tobacco-free policies are making
workplaces, school campuses and homes safer.
Meanwhile, there have been relatively few policies
aimed at community mental health boards.

With buy-in from Northern Lakes and a grant from the
American Lung Association National Office, work
began to create the systems change needed for a
supportive, tobacco-free environment.

CHANGING THE SYSTEM

In Michigan, community mental health boards serve
clients of all ages and backgrounds - children with
intellectual developmental disabilities, adults with
severe emotional disturbances and mental illnesses and
elderly clients with mental illnesses. They provide
services including treatment, counseling, health care
and job training.

Harrington says that creating a tobacco-free
environment at a public mental health board involves
more than hanging up “no smoking signs.” A strong
policy was enacted that prohibited the use of all tobacco
at all Northern Lakes facilities. Northern Lakes also
changed their health records system to track tobacco
use status.

These facilities face some of the greatest tobacco use
disparities. Individuals with a psychiatric or substance
abuse disorder smoke 44 percent of all cigarettes
consumed in the United States.1

Staff were trained to talk with every client about
tobacco use and to have conversations about quitting
with clients. Northern Lakes also made sure culturally
appropriate cessation services were available to staff
and clients.

Jim Harrington, Field Organizer for the American Lung
Association of Michigan, knew it was time for a
change. Harrington approached Northern Lakes
Community Mental Health to partner on the creation of
a tobacco free campus policy. Greg Paffhouse, CEO of
Northern Lakes Community Mental Health, recognized
the burdens tobacco use placed on his agency’s clients not just their health but also their pocketbooks.

“Many of our clients are poor, 25 percent or more
of their incomes are spent on tobacco products.”
- Greg Paffhouse
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Harrington notes the importance of this comprehensive
approach to tobacco work.
“The research shows that if people are encouraged to
quit in a supportive environment, you get more quit
attempts.” - Jim Harrington
Paffhouse says this project is particularly important in
mental health as it represents a system change to the
way his field has treated tobacco. He blames stigmas
held by some for the lackluster cessation efforts of the
past.
“We have to understand that seventy percent of people
we serve who smoke want to quit, the same percentage
as anyone else. We have to get past our own self-stigma
that people who have a mental illness can't quit, won't
quit, don't want to quit.” - Greg Paffhouse
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CHAMPIONS FOR CHANGE
Harrington and Paffhouse credit the staff at Northern
Lakes Community Mental Health with much of the
success of the environmental and policy changes.
Because the organization is made of up a variety of
providers across six counties, Paffhouse believes a topdown directive would have failed. Instead, staff
members at each of the four office locations acted as
change champions. Several of the champions were
either ex-smokers or were quitting themselves. Multiple
staff members told Paffhouse that the new changes
provided the motivation they needed to quit.
“Change is never easy – even when you have strong
templates to follow – but this is a new policy direction
for mental health and the staff here has truly embraced
this effort at every level.” – Jim Harrington
The staff also played a crucial part in the roll out of the
tobacco-free campus since they were the people having
one-on-one conversations about the new policy with
other staff and clients. They reported back on which
changes other staff and clients were excited about and
which ones generated concerns.

“Our mission as an organization is to improve the lives
of the people we serve. We would be doing them a
disservice if we didn’t make prevention and wellness a
key part of that mission.” – Jim Moore
Moore believes the combined expertise of tobacco
control, mental health and community services
organizations will create stronger prevention and
cessation efforts and reach more people than their
organizations have reached individually.

LOOKING AHEAD
As successful implementation continues at Northern
Lakes Community Mental Health, Harrington hopes
that this policy will serve as a model for other mental
health boards across Michigan and nationwide.
“I believe we will soon see a dramatic shift in mental
health boards and that tobacco cessation will be a more
and more significant part of the services provided.”
- Jim Harrington
Meanwhile, Paffhouse remains focused on making sure
this particular policy remains successful.
“This is a marathon, not a hundred meter sprint. When
we said we were going to approach this, we knew this
would be a change to our culture. We are prepared to
stay attentive to this for a long time.” - Greg Paffhouse

“This is a major change to the way mental health
treats tobacco. We needed buy-in from staff, peer
support and clients.” – Greg Paffhouse

MAKING CONNECTIONS
The tobacco-free work at Northern Lakes Community
Mental Health also received support from other service
organizations in the community.
Jim Moore, the Executive Director of the Disability
Network / Northern Michigan, sat on the leadership
team that crafted the Northern Lakes policy. As many
of the Disability Network’s clients overlap with
Northern Lakes’ clients, Moore knew that the policy
would be more successful if clients heard similar
messages from both organizations.
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